of art surviving from ancient India. Despite their profound interest, they are relatively small pieces of ivory and bone made in a wide variety of styles and techniques and probably by a large number of craftsmen from different regions and even at different times. The ivories were used to decorate wooden furniture, the wood having long since disintegrated. Many of them were imported from India and may have arrived in Begram already assembled into furniture while others may have been assembled somewhere near Begram, in eastern Bactria near the border of Gandhara (Map 1). The ivories were found in two sealed rooms, numbers 10 and 13, along with numerous other treasures that included bronzes and plaster casts of metalwork imported from the Greco-Roman world, Alexandrian glass, and lacquer work from China. 1 Neither the site of the Begram hoard nor the accumulation of objects contained within it provides us with definitive dates. The hoard is culturally heterogeneous which certainly suggests that it is chronologically heterogeneous.
The style of many of the ivories is Indian. Over the years, there has been much controversy as to their place of manufacture, as well as their date. They have been assigned to dates ranging from the first century BCE to the fourth century CE and have been compared to almost every major site of sculptural production within the Indian subcontinent. The reasons for this are intrinsic to the field of Indian art and archaeology. Since only a small percentage of ancient sites have been identified, excavated, and published, we are constantly restudying the same evidence over and over in hopes of somehow "redating" or "reassessing" them. Furthermore, the major regional sculptural schools were connected by trade routes and influenced each other so that styles frequently tended to comingle. Thus, despite the existence of clear regional styles, we often see forms or motifs in different regions at the same time.
2 Further complicating the problem, India's reverence for the past makes it difficult to separate that which is truly old from that which is merely archaizing. To date, none of the theories regarding the ivories are universally accepted, and I do not propose to definitively solve the problems of date and/or provenance in this paper. What I will do is to insist upon the importance of the southern Indian contribution to the style and motifs of the Begram ivories
The Begram hoard was first excavated between 1937 and 1939 by Joseph Hackin and his wife Ria, and their initial publication of the hoard in the Mémoires de la Délégation archéologiques française en Afghanistan 9 appeared shortly thereafter. 3 With regard to the ivories, Hackin compared some of them to Stupa I at Sanchi, while one very important one, Coffret IX (Fig. 6) , 4 he placed from the end of the third to the beginning of the fourth century CE. 5 His second publication was posthumous, as he and his wife were both killed in 1941, but their notes were left in safe hands. By 1954, the second publication appeared in volume 11 of the same series with important articles by Philippe Stern, Jeannine Auboyer, Otto Kurz, and others, as well as important drawings by Pierre Hamelin. 6 Emphasizing a different group of ivories, and using different comparative material, Philippe Stern assigned most of the ivories to the first and second centuries CE but admitted that Coffret IX appeared stylistically somewhat later. 7 These two studies, as well as the excavation notes, remain the foundation upon which all subsequent studies have been made. That the Hackins were killed in World War II was not only a human tragedy but also an archaeological one, for it seems that there was much to learn from further excavation. In the 1970s, a team from the Archaeological Survey of India planned reexcavate Begram, but unfortunately those plans had to be abandoned. 8 The majority of the Begram treasure was housed in the Kabul Museum, and many of its objects were lost or damaged during the war and civil unrest in Afghanistan. Despite this, new studies have made the ivories easier to study, at least from photographs, than ever before. In the recently published catalogue of the National Museum of Afghanistan, 9 covering the objects there from 1935 through 1985, Francine Tissot presents the ivories along with the proposed reconstructions of the furniture in which they were set, helping us to understand their context. Wisely, she cautions us when the reconstructions are speculative. The catalogue, complete with inventory numbers and references, also includes some unpublished material. While she dates the ivories to the first and second centuries or perhaps a little later, 10 the emphasis of the book is documentation rather than a discussion of the dating.
The detailed doctoral dissertation of Sanjyot Mehendale, 11 which is available on a website, 12 continues the process of organization. She separates the ivories into categories of subject matter and technique and brings together a vast amount of interpretive information. While she draws her own conclusions, she generously cites those taking other positions, creat-ing an invaluable resource. Based upon recent archaeological evidence she has introduced the notion of a Central Asian component to several of the ivories, a subject that was not part of the earlier literature or archaeology. Mehendale concluded that the ivories were produced in the first century CE in the northwest, perhaps even in Begram itself, by artists trained in or conversant with other traditions. 13 Her study provoked a strong response from Lolita Nehru. 14 Using other evidence, Nehru placed the origin of some of the ivories in Mathura in the second century CE. She also continued to address and expand upon the question of a Central Asian affiliation and reverts somewhat to Hackin's original dating, bringing it up to the early third century CE. 15 For one familiar with the art and issues of the Begram ivories, it is tempting to address each point individually; but that is not my intention. The avowed purpose of this article is simply to add some new information in a timely manner-and yet another article!-to the already vast bibliography in hopes that one day we will have a better understanding of the many complex issues surrounding the ivories.
My own interest in the Begram ivories began in the 1970s while I was researching my doctoral dissertation on the Buddhist narrative art of Nagarjunakonda, produced in Andhra Pradesh (Map 2) between c. 225 and c. 325 CE. The clear evidence of Roman trade and influence are seen in these Buddhist narratives, and perhaps there were even Roman craftsmen at Nagarjunakonda as reflected in the architecture of the so-called stadium. 16 The style of Nagarjunakonda was previously considered a unique outgrowth of the school of Amaravati, but recent excavations at the site of Phanigiri 17 show that the Nagarjunakonda idiom was more widely spread than hitherto known. The many parallels between the Begram ivories and the art of Nagarjunakonda -Indian style and foreign interpolations -brought me to the Kabul Museum to study these ivories. 18 Shortly thereafter, I published the results of my research in a student journal, Marsyas, in which I proposed a late date for some of the ivories -third to fourth centuries CE (reverting to Hackin) and Andhra Pradesh as the stylistic source for some of the ivories, but not necessarily the place of its production. 19 While that article was praised by many colleagues, support for my opinions never entered the mainstream of Indian art historical literature. Almost two decades later, I published a more developed version of that article as a chapter of my book, The Buddhist Art of Nagarjunakonda.
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The bulk of my previous discussion of the south Indian element in the Begram ivories was based mostly on the sculpture of Nagarjunakonda. In light of new evidence, I wish to expand the geographic horizon of the discussion, for it can now be proven that many of the motifs and stylistic features of the Begram ivories were firmly rooted in the South, but farther west into Karnataka as well as Andhra Pradesh. I will refer to all of the sites under discussion as being part of the Amaravati School since Amaravati (Maps 1 and 2) had the longest Buddhist tradition and employed the best sculptors. Elements of its style were probably transmitted by itinerant artists to many other sites. 21 One such site, Kanganhalli in Karnataka (Map 2), has only recently begun to be known. It has been excavated by the Archaeological Survey of India, and we are looking forward to its publication. Nevertheless, I wish to present a portion of this material at the present time. While we must await further studies of the Kanganhalli material for secure dates, the visual comparisons with the Begram ivories are striking and further reinforce the hypothesis that a group of the ivories had their stylistic sources in southern India. 22 Kanganhalli, first excavated in 1994, is a highly significant stupa site of which a large portion of the sculptural elements survive. The sculptures provide us with everything we have long been looking for: sources and comparative material for the Andhra sculptural tradition, as well as for some of the Begram ivories. It is only a few kilometers from the more wellknown site of Sannathi 23 on the east bank of the Bhima River, just south of Gulbarga. Thus both Sannathi and Kanganhalli were farthest west of the Buddhist establishments along a vast river system ending in the east coast of Andhra Pradesh The two sites should be considered together, as well as with the Andhra sites. Like most Indian stupas, the one at Kanganhalli was built over a long period of time with continuous additions of both narrative reliefs and free-standing sculptures. The most important available information about Kanganhalli appears on the internet in two descriptive articles by D. Dayalan of the Archaeological Survey of India. 24 According to him, the drum of the stupa was in two tiers. While I am unable to judge definitively from the photographic documentation alone, it would seem that the stupa could resemble the one excavated at Chandavaram in the Prakasam District of Andhra Pradesh. 25 In the Kanganhalli stupa, the lower portion is decorated with architectural representations alternating with blank slabs, while the decoration of the upper portion contains tall narrow slabs with jatakas and scenes from the life of the Buddha. Panels of a similar shape were excavated at Chandavaram. Based upon my experience with the stupas at Amaravati and Nagarjunakonda, I formerly believed the upper panels to be dome slabs. However, if Dr. Dayalan's description is correct, I think it best to refer to the two sets of panels simply as "upper" and "lower" panels, while awaiting the Archaeological Survey of India's further evidence for the reconstruction of their original positions.
Many of the Kanganhalli scenes are labeled and easily identifiable. Aside from the above mentioned narrative reliefs which appear to date from around the beginning of the Common Era, the reliefs on the ayaka platforms were added at a later date, perhaps as late as second or third centuries CE. Aside from the sculptures decorating the stupa, numerous Buddha-padas (feet) were found in proximity to the stupa. While it is difficult to determine their date they are certainly not part of the earliest group, but seem to date to around the late second or early third century CE as will be discussed below. The Buddha images appear to be even later. Inscriptional evi-dence indicates that the site flourished between the first century BCE and the fourth century CE.
Based on my study of the Kanganhalli stupa, many of the sculptures of the lower group are stylistically related to or derived from the early Andhra sculptures at Amaravati and Jagayyapeta, while the panels of the upper portion reflect the art on the Great Stupa at Sanchi. The sculptures on the ayaka platforms appear closer in style to the early phase of Nagarjunakonda, as do the Buddha-padas, while the Buddha figures are quite similar to many of the late Buddha images throughout Andhra Pradesh.
The relationship between the upper panels of the Kanganhalli stupa and the sculpture on the Sanchi gates must be shown before we can compare both sites with the Begram ivories. In several of the compositions from Kanganhalli, for example Fig. 1 , figures move diagonally forward from an undefined space behind them. 26 This approach to composition clearly parallels thus use of space on the panel of Indra on his elephant on Sanchi's south gate (Fig. 2) . 27 As described by Stella Kramrisch, the "perspective of coming forth" was an innovative technique at Sanchi and contrasted to more conservative style on the upper architraves of the south gate of Sanchi. She believed this innovation to be directly influenced by the ivory carvers of Vidisha, who according to an inscription on the same pillar, donated a panel to the stupa. 28 One might suspect that compositional innovations were transmitted at least in part through ivories.
As there seems to be a connection between sculptures at Sanchi and ivory carvers, as well as the sculptures of Sanchi and the upper slabs at Kanganhalli, we shall also compare the Begram ivories to the Kanganhalli sculptures. Many of the compositional arrangements at Kanganhalli are both distinctive from other sites and repetitious within the site, thus making Kanganhalli sculptures easily identifiable. Even though the Kanganhalli sculptures may represent different Buddhist tales, the conventions of their representations are often virtually the same. For example, the figures sit on baskets in a circular group with a void in the center, relating to each other through hand gestures and body movement (Fig.3) . This central void, even when no baskets are present, is a constant feature of the sculpture. While this compositional arrangement appears in several variants at Kanganhalli, it also appears on small plaques from Begram. A striking example is from the side of a Coffret X (Fig.  4) . 29 Although many of the Begram plaques are in poor condition, their compositions can be discerned through drawings (Fig. 5) of Pierre Hamelin as well as his reconstructions of the contexts in which they were placed. 30 Coffret IX from Begram (Fig. 6 ) is probably the most beautiful, and the most widely published of all the ivories. The most interesting of the motifs are on the top of the ensemble (Fig.  7) which I had concentrated on in my prior publications, but now I can add further information from Kanganhalli. While I have found many parallels between the Begram ivories and the school of Amaravati, one motif I had not previously seen in the school of Amaravati is a hip-girdle composed of large circular decorated links, presumably made of gold. There are two examples of it on top of Coffret IX from Begram (Fig. 8) , on which the girdles hug the hips below the waistband of the cloth garment. The same girdle, with a spiral decoration on the links, appears on a female figure on a fragmentary narrative panel from the upper portion of the Kanganhalli stupa (Fig.  9) . Thus, we have direct evidence of that the hip-girdle appearing on Begram Coffret IX was known in southern India.
Furthermore, the lid of Coffret IX is surrounded by an inhabited vine scroll with alternating flower and bird motifs (Fig. 10) . A similar scroll (Fig.11) , to be discussed below, appears at Kanganhalli on the Buddha-padas, but before elaborating on this, I will suggest a possible date of the Buddha-padas.
The Buddha-padas from Kanganhalli are quite different from standard Buddha-padas. 31 In the usual type, the Buddha's feet are sculpted on a rectangular panel, with various motifs both on the feet and on the panel itself. At Kanganhalli, the entire composition is on a square base. In the center of the square is a circular rim creating a sort of a well which contains an incised lotus roundel upon which the Buddha's feet are placed. While this is the basic type, the lotuses are sometimes replaced by foliage or animate figures. 32 Although similar Buddha-padas have not been found elsewhere as independent objects, they are illustrated as objects of veneration in narrative reliefs belonging to the third century CE at Nagarjunakonda. The most interesting of all the Buddha-pada designs is one which is unfortunately difficult to illustrate from the photographs because the design is both lightly incised and eroded by the water which has collected in the central well. Nevertheless, it is clear that the design around the Buddha's feet consists of a group of figures arranged in a circle. While there are both male and female figures, they sit separately on either side of the circle. The female figures have been photographed separately and are important to my discussion (Fig. 12) . Figure 13 is a tracing of the major female figures from the Buddha-pada. The two central figures, with their knees spread apart and their hair pulled up in a pony tail remind us of a more provocative example in a bone plaque from Begram (Fig. 14) . 35 Other figures on the Buddha-pada are reflected in ladies on similar bone plaques from Begram with their hair drawn up in a perky little pony tail (Fig.15) . Note also the similarity of the female figure on the left holding some sort of offering in her hands, perhaps a lotus, to the one on bended knee in the right part of the composition in Fig. 7 . While one individual comparison may seem merely coincidental, that there are several such comparisons strengthens the possibility of a connection between Kanganhalli and the Begram ivories.
In my previous studies of the Begram ivories, I emphasized both Coffret IX (Figs. 6 and 7 ) and the ivory throne back (Fig.  16 ) which has been reconstructed using the original ivories and a few plaster casts. Both objects still bear stylistic indications of a late date: the elongated bodies and lively interaction of the figures well-known at Nagarjunakonda and the graceful twists and modeling of the bodies on Coffret IX pre-figure the fifth century wall paintings of Ajanta. 36 The major decoration on the throne back consists of decorated plaques alternating with spindles. This type of furniture construction is illustrated on narrative reliefs from the school of Amaravati dating from the second to the early fourth centuries CE. 37 The bottom part of the decoration is composed of spools, and a very similar entire back is illustrated on a third-century stone relief from Nagarjunakonda. 38 The pierced scroll-work on the ivory throne back from Begram (Fig. 17) also appears on the front of Coffret IX (Fig. 6) . It is considered a variant of the rinceau on Coffret IX but, instead of a flowing scroll, the vines form individual compartments inhabited by birds and various animals, with little space in between them. 39 While comparative motifs were seen at Amaravati, we also find a good example of the scroll on the base of an inscribed figure of the Buddha Kanakamuni at Kanganhalli (Fig. 18) . In this case, the compartments are inhabited by horses and the scroll is de-emphasized, which can also be seen in many of the variants at Begram. 40 The paleography of the inscription indicates an Ikshvaku date of about the third or fourth century CE.
In looking through the Begram ivories, one often sees birds of all types used as both border motifs and in reliefs with other figures. 41 One of the most attractive is a group of geese in flight with their wings spread, their long necks curving downward, and their head raised with branches in their mouths (Fig.19) . Geese (hamsas) appear in India on a large number of Buddhist works of art from Mauryan times onward. 42 These particular geese have been compared to similar ones on the Shah-ji-ki Dheri reliquary from Peshawar. 43 By contrast, in southern India, border motifs on Buddhist narrative reliefs are generally either floral or have geometric designs, although I know of one panel from Nagarjunakonda with a bird frieze. 44 These framing devices are usually made in matched sets often helping us to distinguish one site or one stupa from another when stylistic analysis is unclear. On the Kanganhalli stupa, birds frequently form the border motif on many of the upper panels and they also appear within the narratives. This is a pervasive rather that an occasional motif. But it is at Sannathi, near Kanganhalli, where we find our closest comparison to some of the birds on the Begram ivories. A panel from Sannathi, with two surviving sections of narratives (Fig. 20) , is in very poor condition. Usually only one detail, the lower right of the lower panel, is illustrated, for that detail shows so-called yavanikas or foreign ladies. 45 However, a row of hamsas, with their wings spread in a manner similar to the Begram example divides the upper and lower scenes. While M.S. Nagaraja Rao has dated this panel to the first of second century CE, 46 it appears to me to be somewhat later.
The upper register of the Sannathi relief panel (Fig. 21) , while quite mutilated, is still of interest. The figure at what would be the center of the composition appears to be in a posture of meditation, with his left hand on his left leg and his right hand in abhaya mudra (the gesture "fear not"). He wears a bracelet on his left wrist and a belt around his waist. The closest comparison we have is the figure of Mandhata (Fig. 22) , the central figure, in the Mandhata jataka from the Amaravati stupa, probably belonging to the third century CE. 47 We have drawn upon comparisons between the Begram ivories and the sculptures of Kanganhalli/ Sannathi which were produced over a long period of time from around the turn of the Common Era to the third or fourth century CE. While many of the ivories appear to be early, rather late-looking ivories such as Coffret IX have both early and late features of the Kanganhalli stupa, suggesting that certain motifs or objects such as the belt had a long life. As has been suggested, some of the late features have earlier prototypes which relate to the Begram ivories. Hopefully, new excavations in southern India will clarify the relative chronology.
The Begram ivories vary in style and technique from the quite primitive to great masterpieces. Since this paper is solely about the ivories which reflect a south Indian style, there are many that we have not shown which seem to belong to quite different traditions. The most important thing to remember about the Begram ivories is that like any other ivories, they were luxury trade goods which were not necessarily produced at the sites at which they were found-although indeed some might have been. For this reason, we cannot attribute a source of origin to any ivory in the hoard, by comparing it to other ivories which may appear elsewhere for these ivories too may have been imports. Similarly, we cannot date the ivories by the dates of the other objects found with them, since the entire Begram hoard is chronologically heterogeneous. 48 What the newly excavated material does show us is that southern India remains a viable source for the style of several of the Begram ivories. My own approach has been to compare the ivories to relatively datable stone sculpture found in a reliable archaeological context and in regions which were known to have benefited from their positions along the massive web of trade routes participating in the trade between India and the West. While some of this material seems to reflect early dates, the later finds at Kanganhalli reaffirm the late date of some of the ivories. But most importantly, it reaffirms a close affiliation with the Southern Indian tradition.
The sealed rooms in which the objects were found were in the "New Neither the individual nor the groups of Begram ivories have agreed 4 designations, and are occasionally known by the names and numbers assigned to them by the original archaeologists. In recent times, Coffret (box) IX has been referred to as Tabouret (footstool) IX. In fact we are not really sure of its function. As the function of the objects has very little relevance to our argument, we will continue to use the designations originally assigned to the objects by their excavators. fig. 8 ) has noted the similarity between my Fig. 2 and an ivory comb from Dalverzin suggesting that the works may have come from the same distribution center. As she has noted, several of the ivory finds in Central Asia have a particularly Indian flavor while others are purely Central Asian.
The The Buddhist Art of Nagarjunakonda, 46, figs. 91-92), the feet are at an angle as if the aniconic image is "walking, " while in a third example it is on an otherwise empty throne (Quagliotti, Buddhapadas, 139, fig. 166 The Buddhist Art of Nagarjunakonda, fig. 272 . Both studies contain important comparisons between the female couples on the throne back and the mithuna couples on the Buddhist narrative reliefs at Nagarjunakonda.
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